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General sales 
conditions

1 - Scope of application
These general conditions regulate all current and future sa-
les contracts between the parties, unless specific deroga-
tion is agreed in writing.  No general conditions of the buyer 
will be applicable to future relations between the parties un-
less expressly accepted in writing. Acceptance by the buyer 
of the offer or order confirmation issued by Iseo Serrature, 
in whatever form, implies the application of these general 
conditions to the sales contract.

2 – Informative data
The characteristics, prices and other information in the ca-
talogues, price lists or other illustrative documents issued 
by Iseo Serrature, including the characteristics of samples 
and models sent to the buyer, are only binding to the extent 
in which they are expressly indicated in the offer or order 
confirmation issued by Iseo Serrature.
Iseo Serrature reserves the right to make all modifications 
to products as deemed appropriate.
All prices are intended as inclusive of packaging and the 
packaging units are indivisible.

3 - Orders
Orders will only be accepted as confirmation orders in wri-
ting. No offers made by Iseo Serrature agents, representa-
tives and trade assistants are to be considered as binding 
until the former has confirmed the offer in writing.
For individual order for amounts lower than: 
Italy  EURO 550
EU and Non-EU EURO 1550
an order handling fee will be charged in the invoice equal 
to: 
Italy  EURO 16
EU and Non-EU EURO 78

4 - Deliveries
Deliveries of products are at the following terms and con-
ditions:
Italy free at destination
UE free at destination
Non EU F.O.B. (Incoterms 2000)
The delivery terms are intended as approximate in favour 
of Iseo Serrature and contemplate an acceptable margin 
of tolerance.
Iseo Serrature is under no circumstances liable for any da-
mages caused by total or partial early, late or non-delivery.
All supply risks are due to the buyer from the moment the 
goods leave the Iseo Serrature Plant at the latest, except if 
the commercial terms or the applicable standards establish 
an earlier date.
Delivery times for standard supplies are as follows:
Status “A”: immediate delivery (or, if goods are not in stock, 
within a maximum of 30 days),
Status “B”:  delivery within a maximum of 30 days from the 
order confirmation date,
Status “C”:  delivery within a maximum of 60 days from the 
order confirmation date,
Status “D”:  delivery within a maximum of 90 days from the 
order confirmation date.
Delivery times for special supplies will be confirmed order 
by order.

5- Payments
All payments, and other amounts due for whatever reason to 
Iseo Serrature, are intended as net on receipt. Iseo Serratu-
re is entitled to receive interest on arrears, calculated from 
the date payment was due and without the need for default 
notice, at the interest rate established by the CEB (Euribor) 
increased by 8 percentage points. The buyer is not entitled to 
claim for any default by Iseo Serrature of he is not up-to-date 
with his payments.
The buyer is not entitled to suspend payments, even when 
he has made claims against the supplied products.
No form of compensation with any credits, however caused, 
is permitted in favour of Iseo Serrature.
All delivered products remain the property of Iseo Serrature 
until the total price has been paid.

6  - Warranty
No products can be returned without prior authorisation by 
Iseo Serrature using the Returned Goods Authorisation form 
DVEN052.
Iseo Serrature guarantees the performance of the products 
it manufacturers only and exclusively for the expressly indica-
ted use, destination, application etc.
Any other use must be considered improper. If the buyer in-
tends to resell such products, he is responsible for informing 
his buyers of the indications above mentioned.
All products manufactured by Iseo Serrature carry a two year 
warranty from the invoice date against design, material or 
manufacturing defects for which Iseo Serrature is responsi-
ble, on the condition that such goods underwent normal use 
and installation.
All claims must be made in writing, or be considered null and 
void, within a maximum of 8 days from the date the goods 
were received; claims refer to non-conformity of quantities 
or defects that the buyer is able to identify as soon as he 
receives the goods; within 8 days from discovering defects or 
non-conformities that are not immediately evident. When the 
warranty period expires, no further claims can be forwarded 
to Iseo Serrature.
This warranty is limited to the replacement of the faulty piece  
EXW Iseo Serrature, and no other form of reimbursement of 
any kind, related to the non-conformity of the supplied pro-
ducts are admissible, such as, for instance but not limited 
to, transport, disassembly and assembly costs. Any replace-
ment of components does not extend the warranty period for 
the whole product.
Iseo Serrature technicians are exclusively responsible for ve-
rifying all defects. Iseo Serrature is not liable, under any cir-
cumstance, for any direct, indirect and/or consequential da-
mages caused to the buyer by the supplied products, unless 
the same is due to wilful misconduct or gross negligence.  
The warranty  referred to herein incorporates and replaces 
all legal warranties regarding defects and non-conformities 
and excludes all other liability to Iseo Serrature however cau-
sed, for the supplied products; in particular, the buyer is not 
entitled to make any claims for compensation for damages, 
discounts on prices or to terminate the contract.
The buyer loses all warranty rights if payments are not set-
tled as agreed.

7 -  Competent Court - Governing law 
The competent court will be that governing the area of Iseo 
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What is the CE 
marking?

The letters “CE” applied to the product allow the manufacturer to prove his conformity with all 
applicable European directives. The CE marking is issued by certified bodies for instance CETIM 
(France), ICIM (Italy), WORRINGTON (UK), AENOR (Spain), MPA DORTMUND (Germany). The CE 
marking:

•Starting from March 5th 2007, the CE marking is mandatory on all door closing devices, door 
coordinators and on electromagnets (i.e. Standards EN 1154, EN 1155 and EN 1158). Starting 
from this date, the use of devices without CE marking on fire doors is prohibited. 

•The CE marking indicates to governments that the product can be sold legally within the Europe-
an Union (EU) and in the European Free Zone (EFZ).

•It guarantees that the product can circulate freely on the whole European market. 

•It indicates to customers that the product conforms with the acknowledged safety regulations 
and also guarantees a minimum level of quality.

•It enhances product reliability. 

•It contributes to increase sales and customer satisfaction. 

•It is compulsory to place this distinctive marking on the instruction sheets and/or the packaging 
and/or the product. The certifying body issues a CE Certificate that declares that the technical 
tests, fire tests and the system all comply with European Directives.

The CE marking is compulsory pursuant to the new approach Directives. This Directive covers a 
large variety of products. To enter the European market, some of these products must carry the 
CE marking - this is a legal requirement.
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The EN 1154 Stan-
dard in a few words

Door closing devices

Date of coming into force: UNI EN 1154 : 2003
Starting from this date, this directive cancels and supersedes all other national directives.

Subject: all overhead concealed, on frames and floor springs door closers. Double action hinges 
are not included in the scope of application of this Standard (as they do not exercise a reliable 
damping effect during closing, see EN 1154).

In short: this Standard defines whether or not a door closer is suitable to be used on a certain 
door.
It takes into consideration a variety of criteria which must be indicated in the product assembly 
instructions. This marking includes the 6 boxes described below.

Summary of  EN forces

Use
Grade 3 allows 
door closing from 
a minimum ope-
ning angle of 
105°. 
Grade 4 allows 
door closing from 
a minimum ope-
ning angle of 
180°.

Mass of doors with fittings
Seven door closer forces have been 
identified according to the door 
mass.
When a door closer has a minimum 
and maximum force, this must be in-
dicated e.g.: 2/3Force

2
3
4
5
6
7

Width
850 mm
950 mm

1100 mm
1250 mm
1400 mm
1600 mm

Mass
40 kg
60 kg
80 kg

100 kg
120 kg
160 kg

Safety
All door closers 
must conform to 
all essential safety 
requirements when 
used. Consequen-
tly, only Grade 1 is 
defined.

Resistance
Only one value has 
been defined for the 
resistance test on 
door closing devices 
manufactured to 
these standards:

Grade 8 = 500,000 
cycles

Fire Behaviour
Grade 0: not suitable for use on fire 
resistance/smoke doors.

Grade 1: suitable for use on fire/smo-
ke doors.

N.B.: force 1 and 2 door closers due 
to their low closing torque, are not su-
itable for use on fire door frames

Corrosion
resistance
Five grades admis-
sible:
Grade 0:
no defined resistan-
ce
Grade 1:
low resistance
Grade 2:
average resistance
Grade 3:
high resistance
Grade 4:

4 8 4 1 1 3
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Fire resistance 
grading

Fire resistance is the capability of a system to resist fire

Fire stability: only mechanical resistance requirements are complied with. This is the capability 
of a material or a worked piece to remain in position or guarantee its mechanical functions for a 
specific period in case of fire.

Flame proof: this complies with mechanical, fire, smoke and hot gas resistance requirements. A 
piece worked according to flame proof standards does not prevent irradiation.

Fire resistance: a flame proof element that also complies with heat insulation criteria. The ma-
ximum allowable temperature on the unexposed face is on average 140°C, and 180°C in one 
individual point.

These applications are always subject to classification levels. They correspond to the minimum 
resistance duration of an element to fire exposure. 1/4h, 1/2h, 3/4h, 1h, 2h, 3h, 4h and 6h 
correspond to the duration recommended by the various standards. Grades 1/2h, 1h and 2h are 
most commonly used.

These tests are performed in specialized  laboratories and certified by a test report. This TR is 
applicable to one product and only the product that was tested (nature, shape and size).

Short note on the test report and the report:
When a fire resistance test is performed, a test report is issued that describes how the test was 
carried out.
If the product passes the test, the test report is issued. This is a technical document which refers 
to a regulated test method.
The report is issued by a laboratory authorized by the Ministry of the Interior.

A door accessory (for instance a door closer) can not be a fire resistance device on its own. A 
test report for this device only in connection with an element, which has been successfully tested 
during a fire resistance test.

EN STANDARD 1634
Fire resistance tests for door blocks and closing blocks.

The EN 1634 Standard came into force upon its publication on April 1st 2004.
It establishes the requirements and criteria for door blocks and relative fixtures at a European 

level as follows:

1. The fire-resistant door block
2. The flame-proof door block

Main European criteria
     France    Europe
     Fire Stability   R
     Flame-proof   (R) E
     Fire protection   (R) E 1

Example: a flame-proof door 1/2h becomes an E30 door
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In general

Adjustment available according to the door closer

1. Closing speed adjustment 
This adjustment performes from the maximum opening range up to the last 5 degrees. It adjusts 
the closing speed of the door in the above described range.

2. Latching action 
This adjustment performes during the final 5 or 10 degrees of closing action. The final latching 
allows the door to close quickly, firmly and smoothly 

2’. Delayed closing action
This adjustment performes within a range from 110° to 75°. It allows the door closing to be dela-
yed. It is possible to set a delay of 90s from 110° to 75°. However if the door does not open up 
to 110°, the maximum delay will decrease in proportion to this value

3. Adjustable backcheck
This adjustment performes from 75°. It allows hydraulic delay of the door when it is opened. It 
is possible to set the delay rate as required. This adjustment is mainly used on doors that open 
outwards (e.g. emergency exits)

4. Closing force adjustment
This adjustment is not represented in the above drawing. It does however allow you to adjust the 
closing force according the door requirements. This adjustment can be achieved in three different 
ways:
•Adjustment screw 
•Moving the standard arm (standard arm device)
•Moving the device (sliding arm device)
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Door closer
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HL305

Door closer
DESIGN

HL305 force 2-6 AF with backcheck 388305

Code

EN Force

Valve 1

Valve 2 Latching or delayed closing action
Valve 3

2 - 6

Thermo-constant closing speed 

Backcheck

Technical specifications

Valve 4 
option

Force adjustment Using BTR screws
Authorization Fire resistance, flame proof, front/back
EN 1154 4 | 8 | 2 - 6 |1 |1 | 3 |
Opening 180°
Safety valve Incorporated
Arm Sliding arm
Dimensions 284x60x47
Weight 3.350 kg
Warranty 2 

Colours:
Silver

Black 9005

To order the product in black, 
simply add NR to the code

TOP QUALITY
Can be fitted  to all types of doors,  up to 160 kg in weight and 1400 mm in width.
“Adjustable closing speed latching, backcheck”.   
MARKING
 

Unit price €

250,25 €

Delay between 140° and 65° adjustable 
from 0 up to 120s on HL 350T 

Latching or delayed closing action
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Door closer
DESIGN

Features
Seamed casing. 
Box design.
Comfort and safety when used from -15°C up to +40°C.
Invisible fixing. 

Application field
•Anti-tamper arm door closer      EN 1154, Levasseur HL305 type box design with closing speed, final latch 
and /or final delay,

back-check adjustment.
•Spiral technology provides decreased opening force.
•Standard low temperature oil.
•For simple action doors.
•Reversible, can be fitted on the right or left of the door or on the frame.
•Assembly opposite the T-hinges with HL305 OP (when the door closer unit is installed on the door).
•Adjustment of the main functions using valves.
•Fire and flameproof door which requires the use of door closers.
•Door width max. 1400 mm.
•Outwards opening doors.
•Door weight max. 160 Kg.

HL305 force 2/6

HL305 OP

Optional
•HL 305 OP.
•HL 305 Timed.
•Assembly spacers 5 or 10 mm.

HL305

Latching or delayed closing action
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Door closer
DESIGN

HL300 force 3-6 AF with backcheck

Code

Force EN

Valve 1

Valve 2
Valve 3

3 - 6

Thermo-constant closing speed

Final latching or delayed closing 
Backcheck

Technical specifications

Valve 4
option

Delay between 140°and 65° adjustable 
from 0 to 120s on HL300 T

Force adjustment Using BTR screws
Authorization Fire resistance, flame proof, front/back
EN 1154 4 | 8 | 3 - 6 |1 |1 | 3 |
Opening 180°
Safety valve Incorporated
Arm Standard arm
Dimensions 284x60x47
Weight 3.350 kg
Warranty 2 

TOP QUALITY
Can be fitted  to all types of doors,  up to 160 kg in weight and 1400 mm in width.
“Adjustable closing speed, latching, backcheck”.   
MARKING

Colours:
Silver

Black 9005

199,50

HL300 Standard arm
388300

To order the product in black, 
simply add NR to the code

HL300

Unit price €
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Door closer
DESIGN

Features
Seamed casing. 
Box design.
Comfort and safety when used from -15°C up to +40°C.
Invisible fixing

Application field
•CE Standard arm doors closer      EN 1154, Levasseur HL300 type box design with regulating mechanism 
for closing speed, final

latching, delayed closing action, backcheck adjustment.
•Spiral technology provides for a decrease in the opening force.
•Standard low temperature oil.
•For simple action doors.
•Reversible, can be fitted on the right or left of the door or on the frame.
•Adjustment of the main functions using valves.
•Fire-resistant and flameproof doors which requires door closers.
•Door width max. 1400 mm.
•Outwards opening doors.
•Door weight max. 160 Kg.
•Max opening with assembly opposite to T-hinges with PL arm.

HL300 force 

Optional
•HL300 OP + PL arm.
•HL300 Timed.
•Assembly thickness 5 or 10 mm.
•Stainless steel finishing.

HL300 OP force 3/6 with PL arm
Assembly opposite the hinges

Arm
reinforcement

The counter arm must 
be paralle to the door

HL300
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HL105 force 2 SF without backcheck

HL100 force 2 AF with backcheck

EN Force

Valve 1

Valve 2
Valve 3

2-3-4 constant force

Thermo-constant closing speed 

Final latching or delayed closing action
“Optional backcheck” HL105 AF

Technical specifications

Valve 2’ *  “Optional delay between 110° and 75° adju-
stable from 0 up to 90s” * HL105 Timed

Force adjustment Constant force for 2, 3 and 4
Authorization Fire resistance, flameproof /

Front 1h (exposed face) / Back 2h

EN 1154 3 | 8 | 3 - 4 |1 |1 | 3 |
Opening Opening  105° EN 180° max
Safety valve Incorporated
Arm Sliding arm (BCA 35)
Dimensions 262x60x43 (force 4) or 217x60x42 (force 
Weight Weight 2.5 kg force 2 and 3 - 3 kg force 
Warranty 2 

Fire and smoke-resistant doors
Extra flat - Design

HL105 force 3 SF without backcheck

HL105 force 3 AF with backcheck

HL105 force 4 SF without backcheck

HL105 force 4 AF with backcheck

588497

588505

388497

Code

588530

588541

588540

Colours:
Silver

Black 9005

Non CE marking = Use on firerating door not allowed

* Latching removal with delayed closing action

Door closer
DESIGN

HL105 Sliding arm
125,50

145,50

133,50

153,50

140,50

160,50

To order the product in black, 
simply add NR to the code.

HL105

Unit price €
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Fire resistance, flameproof /
Front 1h (exposed face) / Back 2h

Optional
HL105 Timed device with delayed closing action. 
Same features as HL105 without the final latching. Silent closing action
Delayed closing action adjustable from 0 up to 90s between 110° and 75°.
HL105 AF with backcheck 
Suitable for outwards opening door.
The back-check performs after 75° in a rather progressive way, that can be adjusted by a valve. Same featu-
res as HL105.

Application field
•Anti-tamper arm door closer        EN 1154, Levasseur HL105 type box design with closing speed, final 
latching, and /or final delayed closing action adjustment
•Spiral technology provides for a decrease in the opening force (in force 3 and 4).
•“backcheck” (optional).
•Assembly opposite the T-hinges with HL105 force 4 OP (when the door closer unit is installed on the 
door).
•For simple action doors.
•Reversible, can be fitted on the right or left of the door or on the frame.
•Adjustment of the main functions using valves.
•Fire resistant and flameproof door which requires door closers.
•Door width max. 1,100 mm (force 4).
•CONFORMS TO EN 1154 Standard (2), (3), (4) fixed.

Door closer
DESIGN

HL105
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HL100 force 2-3 SF without backcheck

HL100 force 2-3 AF with backcheck

HL100 force 4 SF without backcheck

588496

588510

388496

Code

EN Force

Valve 1

Valve 2
Valve 3

2-3 o 4

Thermo-constant closing speed 

Final latching or delayed closing 
“Optional back-check” HL110 AF

Technical specifications

Valve 2’*  “Optional delay from 110°to 75° 
Adjustable from 0 to 90s” * HL100 Timed

Force adjustment Moving the arm to be fitted
Authorization Fire resistence, flame proof, front/back 2h
EN 1154 4 | 8 | 3 | 1 |1 | 3 | and | 4 | 8 | 4 | 1 | 1 | 3 |
Opening 180°
Safety valve Incorporated
Arm Standard arm
Dimensions 214x60x42
Weight 2.250 kg
wìWarranty 2 

HL100 force 4 FP with backcheck 588520

Colours:
Silver

Black 9005

Fire and smoke resistant doors
Extra flat - Design

* Final latching removal with optional delayed closing action

Door closer
DESIGN

HL100 Standard arm
88,25

104,50
93,25

109,50

To order the product in black, 
simply add NR to the code

HL100

Unit price €
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Application field
•CE Standard arm door closer,      EN 1154, Levasseur HL100 type box design with closing, final latch, and 
final delay adjustment.
•For simple action doors.
•Reversible, can be fitted on the right or left of the door or on the frame.
•Adjustment of the main functions using screws.
•Fire resistant and flameproof doors which require door closers.
•Door width max. 1,100 mm (force 4).
•According to EN 1154 Standard 

Optional
HL100 Timed: device with closing delayed action. 
Same features as HL100 without final latching. 
Silent closing action
Delayed closing action. From 0 to 90s between 110° up to 75°.
HL100 AF with backcheck
Suitable for outwards opening doors.
The backcheck performs after 80° at a rather progressive way that can be adjusted by a valve. Same features 
as HL100.

HL100

HL100 with PL arm

Door closer
DESIGN

The counterarm must  
be parallel to the door

HL100
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EN Force

Valve 1

Valve 2
Valve 3

2-5 (with standard arm) 

thermo-constant closing speed 

Final latching or delayed closing 
-

Technical specifications

Valve 4 -
Force adjustment positioning on the door
Authorization Fire resistance 1h front/back
EN 1154 EN 1154
Opening 180°
Safety valve Incorporated
Arm Standard arm
Dimensions 207x55x38
Weight 2 kg
Warranty 2 

HL050 force 2-5 with Standard Arm

HL050 force 2-5 without Arm

379860

379861

Code

Door closer
DESIGN

Colours:
Silver

73,50

60,90

Black 9005

To order the product in black, 
simply add NR to the code

HL050

Unit price €

Hold open standard arm for HL050 379863 33,75
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Application field
•No. 0432-BPR-0030.
•For simple action doors.
•Reversible, can be fitted on the right or left of the door or on the frame.
•Adjustment of the main functions using screws.
•Fire resistant and flameproof doors which require door closers.
•Door width max. 1,250 mm.
•According to EN 1154 Standard (standard arm) 

Door closer
DESIGN

HL050
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EN Force

Valve 1

Valve 2
Valve 3

2-3

Thermo-constant closing speed 

Final latching or delayed closing 
-

Technical specifications

Valve 4 -
Force adjustment By movement
Authorization -
EN 1154 -
Opening 180°
Safety valve Incorporated
Arm Standard arm
Dimensions 180x64x53
Weight 1.5 kg
Warranty 2 

HL010 with standard arm

HL010 with standard arm and hold open

379850

379858

Code

Door closer
CLASSICO

46,00

62,25

Colours:
Silver

Black 9005

To order the product in black, 
simply add NR to the code.

HL010

Unit price €
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Application field
•For simple action doors.
•Reversible, can be fitted on the right or left of the door or on the frame.
•Adjustment of the main functions using valves.
•Door width max. 950 mm.

Door closer
CLASSICO

HL010
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